
Case Study

OC Auto Team: 
Search Engine Marketing“BTP Digital has provided excellent 

SEM Management that continues to 
help us grow our business. They offer 
detailed reporting and always have 
excellent advice on steps to improve 
our online presence.

Unlike many companies, BTP 
Digital seem genuinely invested in 
our success and are always around to 
answer our questions.

Lynda Nelson
Director Customer Affairs, OC Auto Team

“
Project Scope
In March 2015, the OC Auto Team hired BTP Digital 
Group to help manage their paid search strategy for their 
group. They were in need of help, and after 
seeing the results produced for the Del Grande Dealer 
Group they brought BTP on board to take over their 
strategy. 

BTP reorganized their account structure and 
streamlined their keyword strategy. BTP also 
performed an analysis of CRM sales data along with Goo-
gle Analytics traffic data to determine the key 
areas in their market to target. By eliminating the waste 
in their keyword strategy and focusing in on top perform-
ing markets they were able to drive significant increases 
to their current strategies while finding and pinpointing 
additional opportunities for paid search traffic growth 
along the way.
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Challenge: Call Count

Before the OC Auto Team began working with BTP’s search engine marketing specialists, they were 
having a difficult time properly tracking and reporting what ads and keywords were driving car buy-
ers to phone in. 

Solution: Dynamic Session Based Call Tracking

BTP implemented their session based call tracking solution. This solution enabled BTP to 
dynamically swap out phone numbers on their website per keyword clicked. This provided much more 
insight into keyword performance and allowed for a much more accurate 
attribution model for optimization. The result for OC Auto Team was not only an increase in clicks, but 
drastic gains in phone calls to their dealerships.
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Challenge: Conversion Rate

Solution: Keyword Ad Campaign

Before BTP, The OC Auto Team’s SEM campaigns were struggling to produce user Clicks which in turn 
effected their overall Conversion Rate. 

Soon after applying BTP’s CarPost Craigslist advertising and Auto Ad Dynamic strategies, the OC Auto 
Team’s ad campaigns experienced exponential growth in both Clicks and Conversions. This resulted in 
higher quality phones calls and leads which in turn drove overall sales. 



“Here at BTP Digital Group, we 
believe that a successful digital 
marketing strategy  should be 
built on trust while providing 
our clients with clear, concise 
analytic-based results. 
 
Nathan Hollenbeck
Digital Development Director 
BTP Digital Group  

“

Success Story
Today, not only does BTP manage each of the OC Auto Team’s 
store’s paid search strategies, but they also provide Auto Ad Dy-
namics for their used vehicles campaigns. BTP has also launched 
their CarPost Craigslist advertising 
strategy to add additional used car traffic to their group site as 
well as used car phone calls to each store. This has been a long 
time partnership that has continued to implement new strategies 
while providing continued growth in results. 

Choosing BTP Digital Group
Our belief in managing your company’s display campaign strat-
egy is that it should include complete transparency. We link our 
platform to your existing AdWords campaign, leaving you with 
complete access and control to your 
account. We feel that you should never have to wonder what 
our management fees are and how much of your 
budget is going to actual ad spend. 
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Challenge: Cost Per Click

The OC Auto Team began focusing on how to drive a high volume of clicks while optimizing the cam-
paign enough to help drive down the average Cost Per Click.

Solution: Increased Quality Scores

Within a few months after BTP began managing the OC Auto Team’s digital marketing 
campaigns, the average Cost Per Click dipped from $2.60 to $2.10 which allowed for more clicks and 
traffic growth while maintaining their original budget. This not only lead to higher quality leads but also 
helped maximize their marketing ROI. 


